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Global equities reach a new all-time high on the prospects for an economic rebound, while the yield 
curve steepens. 
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The end of 2019 showed continued low unemployment coupled with very slow economic growth. 
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 Over the past 20 years, a series of events starting with the bursting of the internet bubble 

led to the unprecedented environment we find ourselves in today.  We started with “The Great    

Internet Bubble” followed by “The Great Housing Bubble” then “The Great Credit Bubble” then “The 

Great Commodities Bubble,” resulting in “The Great Recession,” and subsequently pushing the Fed 

to embark on the “The Great Monetary Ease.”  This unique period has left us with multiple extremes 

that will likely normalize in the 2020s.  These previous bubbles and subsequent extremes will      

ultimately result in “The Great Normalization.”  Many investors will be dramatically misallocated 

when the normalization begins.  

 Let’s begin with a review of the events that led to our environment today.  In many ways, it 

all began with the internet bubble – a once in a generation, massive, investment asset bubble.  Due 

to the irrational fear of missing out on investing in world changing technology, the technology      

focused Nasdaq Composite Index (IXIC) rose from a price of 1,100 to over 5,000 in three short years 

– an annualized return of nearly 65%.  However, once the bubble burst at a valuation of over 150 

times earnings, the Nasdaq fell over 80% back down to 1,100 in a mere three years – an                  

unenjoyable round trip. 

 The bursting of the internet bubble was so large that it caused a recession.  After delivering 

staggering GDP growth of 7% at the internet bubble peak in the fourth quarter of 1999, U.S. GDP 

growth fell to nearly zero just a few quarters later, and was negative by the first quarter of 2001.  A 

major recession was only avoided because the Federal Reserve instituted very easy monetary policy 
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The Great Normalization  

By: Justin W. McNichols, CFA 

In this article:  After 20 years of “The Great Bubbles” and “The Great Recession”, 

the 2020s may usher in “The Great Normalization.” 
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In this article:  Consumer confidence is rising, but whether it will propel     spend-

ing is a question.  

by aggressively and methodically cutting the Fed Funds rate from 6.50% to 1.75% in less than a 

year, then later reducing the rate further to 1.00% in 2003. 

  The aggressive action from the Federal Reserve ended up becoming a main driver of the 

events that caused an unprecedented triple bubble implosion and “The Great Recession.”  After the 

Fed significantly reduced the Fed Funds rate to 1.00%, they kept rates extremely low even as the 

economy recovered.  By the middle of 2004, the recession was over but the Fed Funds rate had 

barely moved.  This extended easy money policy ended up helping to cause three additional bubbles 

which popped in 2005 through 2008.   

 First, the largest housing bubble the nation has ever seen was caused by the combination of 

easy money, low interest rates, and easy credit.  Consumers took advantage of low interest rates 

and very easy credit terms to purchase homes, in many cases well outside their affordability range.  

During 2003-2005, home prices, which typically rise 5% per year or so over the long-term, were 

rising at a 15-20% annual pace in many markets.  Ultimately, the housing bubble burst, along with 

most homebuilding stocks falling as much as 85%. 

 Second, the stock market bubble was driven by an unstainable growth in consumer debt. 

Consumers not only increased their debt in the form of a home mortgage, but they also borrowed 

heavily to furnish the home, buy a new car, truck, boat, RV, jet ski, second home, or third home.  At 

the peak, household debt as a percent of average income rose from a relatively high level of about 

80% in 1999, to over 120% by the time the stock market collapsed under the weight of the bubbles 

and debt – the dollar amount of debt more than doubled in the U.S.  

 Third, a final asset bubble was created in the form of natural resources.  This bubble was 

fueled by the combination of easy money, a U.S. dollar that fell about 40% over a six-year period, 
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and immense construction growth in Asia.  By the time the global economic growth slowed and the 

U.S. dollar bottomed, natural resources entered a bear market which would result in an over 70% 

fall.  The chart below depicts this triple bubble implosion. 

  These bubbles all contributed to the late-2007 to early-2009 recession which was the worst 

in a generation.  Unfortunately, this recession was worse than the internet bubble recession, so the 

Federal Reserve once again aggressively reduced interest rates.  However, they did not stop at 

1.00%.  The Fed Funds was reduced to 0.00%. 

 Once the U.S. slowly exited the recession, and the economy bottomed before most other 

countries, the environment was set to create the most egregious asset class extremes seen in       

decades.  What happened?  Imagine an environment where the entire globe is in a recession.  That 

usually means there will be a bias toward owning the strongest global currency – the U.S. dollar.  

Next, the U.S. exits the recession first, adding fuel to the already high U.S. dollar demand.  So the U.S. 

dollar becomes extremely strong, which is a headwind for foreign stocks and natural resources. 

 Next, due to the recession being caused by a number of bubbles, most notably a credit and 

debt bubble, the recovery out of these types of recessions tends to be very slow.  This means       

companies that are able to grow faster than the overall economy are bid up in price well above their 

fair value as growth investors pay up for growth, and care less about valuation. 

 Further, with interest rates at record lows, income investors are willing to pay up for        

income.  Hence, the very slow growing but higher dividend paying sectors like utilities, consumer 

staples, and REITs are bid up, and eventually investors do not care about their valuations. 

 All of these actions taken by investors are not necessarily a surprise.  However, we are now 

at the point where the performance, investor positioning, and most importantly the valuation       
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differentials are so extreme, that once any type of normalization occurs, these extremes will reverse 

and crush misallocated investors. 

 To illustrate this point, the first chart below shows the relative valuation of the U.S. stock 

market versus the rest of the world.  The U.S. now trades at the highest valuation premium in        

decades.  However, earnings growth in 2020 may be equal between the U.S. and rest of the world. 

 This second chart shows the relative valuation of U.S. growth stocks versus U.S. value stocks, 

which are at a 20-year record.  To buy a basket of growth stocks, an investor now must pay a 55% 

premium versus a basket of value stocks.  That is correct – 55%. 

  Next, income starved investors chasing 2-3% dividend yields have resulted in very high     

valuations for these bond proxies.  Sectors that grow earnings at a rate of 0-5% per year rarely      

deserve valuations that are well above the overall S&P 500.  At one point late last summer, the      

utilities index was trading at a similar valuation to Google – both at 22 times earnings.   

The Great Normalization  
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 Finally, what happens when the U.S. dollar appreciation slows, after a nearly 40% rally, and 

ultimately starts to fall versus other currencies due to any number of factors like growth outside the 

U.S. improving, uncertainty about the U.S. election, or the rising U.S. deficit?  Normalization could 

easily cause the natural resources sector to outperform.  The chart below shows the relationship 

between the U.S. dollar and natural resources, most of which are priced in U.S. dollars. 
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 The period after “The Great Recession” was arguably the first of its kind in nearly a century.  

The last ten-years of slow economic growth, record low interest rates, and an abnormally strong U.S. 

dollar have resulted in numerous extremes as we start the 2020s.  As the events that caused these 

extremes slowly reverse, the 2020s could be known as “The Great Normalization” – a period when 

growth rebounds throughout the globe, record low interest rates bottom, and the U.S. dollar’s stealth 

appreciation of the 2010s slows.  As the decade unfolds, we believe investors will discover that 

growth stocks shouldn’t trade at a 55% premium to value stocks, utility stocks shouldn’t trade at 22 

times earnings, foreign stocks  offer a  better risk/reward outlook relative to U.S. stocks, and natural 

resources is an important asset class.  In the meantime, OPCM is slowly shifting portfolios toward 

this period of normalization. 
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 As 2020 begins, the year may change, but human nature does not. Humans evolve and refine 

their thinking, yet common cognitive biases remain. This is especially true when markets are near 

lows or, as the new decade begins, near highs. We believe enhancing awareness of these biases can 

improve long-term portfolio performance. So let’s take a quick journey inside the brain, consider 

how biases impact investors, and how OPCM attempts to mitigate their impact. 

Fear of Missing Out 

 A phenomenon that is common near market highs is the fear of missing out (FOMO). The 

amygdala, a key part of the brain that handles emotional processing, is helpful in identifying if there 

is a threat to survival. Often the amygdala serves its purpose well. But in investing, the amygdala 

can make investors see others succeeding, feel like they are missing out, and want to join the crowd. 

From a historical standpoint this makes sense. Survival was enhanced in a pack. If others were  

gaining more resources, their relative chance of survival was enhanced and yours diminished. But in 

investing, FOMO-driven chasing of short-term results can threaten long-term returns. 

 Recent market history is littered with examples of assets experiencing remarkable returns, 

thus driving FOMO, before declining. Late 2017 had the cryptocurrency exuberance, before assets 

like bitcoin went from $20,000 to less than $4,000. Late 2018 had high interest in marijuana stocks, 

before most marijuana stocks lost more than half their value. And 2019 brought the most recent 

example – a wave of highly touted initial public offerings (IPOs). Published on June 28, a CNBC  

headline exclaimed “IPOs have their best quarter in years in terms of performance and capital 

raised.” The dollar value of 2019 domestic IPOs was the most since 2014. There was an intense    

desire to buy private companies with billion-dollar-plus valuations, labeled “unicorns”, that were 

going public. FOMO’s harmful symptoms – ignoring fundamentals and valuations, while chasing 

short-term performance – led to unpleasant results. Consider the basket below of some of the most 

well-known 2019 IPOs: 

FOMO – Battling Biases in 2020 and Beyond 

By: Ben T. Viemeister, CFA 

In this article:  With markets near all-time highs, we examine cognitive biases 

and how to mitigate them.    
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 IPOs, marijuana stocks, and cryptocurrency may get dismissed as niche bubbles that were 

easy to avoid. But FOMO can arise in any individual asset or asset class where strong performance 

has occurred. FOMO is tough to fight because it is fed by multiple cognitive biases. Many of these   

biases fall under two categories – short-termism and inertia. 

Short-Termism 

 A few common biases include hyperbolic discounting, where small payoffs quickly received 

are preferred vs larger payoffs accrued over the longer term; recency bias, where people put a        

disproportionate weight on recent events and extrapolate them into the future; and risk                 

compensation, where people want to take bigger risks when safety is believed to have increased. An 

asset’s strong recent performance can lead to people heavily weighing that experience, extrapolating 

it, making them feel more safe and thus more willing to take risks, and therefore settle for small, near 

term payoffs while ignoring the risk of lower longer term returns. Taken together, these short-term 

biases help fuel FOMO. 

Inertia 

 When times are good for the broad market or a specific asset it is hard to reassess                

investments that have worked. Inertia sets in. Status quo bias is the preference to maintain the      

present setup over changing. Endowment bias irrationally overvalues what is already owned,         

creating an aversion to divest it. Confirmation bias leads to focusing only on data that supports      

currently held beliefs. The ostrich effect leads to ignoring negative data. All four biases contribute to 

making it difficult to exit an asset that has performed well. Inertia, combined with short-term biases, 

help drive FOMO. To combat the factors that drive FOMO, an antidote is needed. 

Antidotes 

 No investor is immune to FOMO. To think otherwise is blind spot bias, where one identifies 

biases in others but not in oneself. A disciplined investment process, however, can act as an antidote 

to FOMO, mitigating its impact on investors.  

 Key process steps include, but are not limited to: 

1) Rebalancing by trimming popular asset classes that are overweight vs their target 

range and increasing unpopular asset classes that are underweight 

2) Reassessing and challenging the thesis behind existing portfolio positions and market 

views, while possessing an adaptability and willingness to adjust as facts change 
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FOMO – Battling Biases in 2020 and Beyond 

Credit Markets: The Long and the Short of It 

By: Charles J. Else 

In this article:  2019 was a great year for bond investors.  

3) Maintaining discipline around buy and sell target ranges on prospective and existing 

portfolio positions, even if, in an effort to maximize longer term payoffs, that leads to 

cash balances increasing 

4) Building out new accounts patiently when market froth exists 

 In the short-term, these steps often lead to questions like: Why was this recent                  

outperformer trimmed or eliminated from the portfolio, while a recent underperformer was       

increased? Why isn’t cash closer to zero? Why reverse course and change a view on an asset or   

asset class? Why bother owning Asset X? Why not own more of Asset Y? In summary, the action is a 

result of a process meant to help OPCM act in 2020 and beyond as a fiduciary to mitigate cognitive 

biases and improve long-term results for clients. 

 

 

 

 

 

 In 2019, credit markets exhibited a high level of volatility due to a number of factors. Over-

all, our fixed income benchmark, the Barclays Aggregate Intermediate-Term Index, provided a total 

return of 6.8% for the year, with corporate and junk bonds leading the charge with double-digit 

returns. The majority of our clients are invested in tax-free municipal bonds which also provided 

healthy returns. The benchmark 10-year U.S. Treasury started 2019 at 2.66%, fell as low as 1.47% 

by early September and ended the year yielding 1.92%. At the same time, the Federal Reserve cut 

the Fed Funds rate three times from a range of 2.25-2.50% at the beginning of the year to a range 

of 1.50-1.75% by year-end. 

 Short-term and long-term interest rates are determined by separate forces. In the case of 

short-term rates (the Fed Funds rate), the Federal Reserve has the primary responsibility for      

setting the level of rates and then utilizes adjustments in banking reserve requirements and open 

market operations (the purchase and sale of securities in the open market) to maintain the Fed 

Funds rate within their target range. Recently, we’ve seen a lot of news in the press about the Fed 

pumping billions of dollars per day into the system to maintain their target Fed Funds rate. 

 Longer-term interest rates are primarily determined by investor expectations regarding 

future economic growth and inflation. When economic growth expectations are high, investors  
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Credit Markets: The Long and the Short of It 

typically demand higher yields on longer-term bonds, and when expectations are less optimistic,  

investors will settle for a lower yield. As investors fretted about a possible recession during the  

summer of 2019, longer-term bond yields plummeted. The fourth quarter then saw yields move  

substantially higher as a recession didn’t materialize and investors became more optimistic about 

increasing global growth in 2020. Investors are also anticipating a relatively quiet year on the        

inflation front. 

 On the whole, 2019 was a great year for bond investors. As we move into 2020, we would 

generally agree that global economic growth is likely to accelerate and that the Federal Reserve is 

unlikely to make any adjustments to the current Fed Funds target range. We were pleased with the 

returns on our bond allocations in 2019 and expect reasonable returns in 2020. 
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Will the SECURE Act Affect You?   

By: Karen J. McMillan, CFP®  

In this article: The rules have changed for IRAs (again).  

 Individual Retirement Accounts (IRAs) have been modified many times since their              

introduction forty-six years ago in 1974.  Many of the changes have been beneficial – the                 

contribution limits have increased from the original annual amount of $1,500 up to $6,000 in 2020 

(unchanged from 2019); in 1986 the addition of non-deductible contributions expanded the access 

of tax-sheltered savings, and also included the ability to contribute for non-working spouses; the 

Roth IRA was created in 1997; and in 2001 the $1,000 over age 50 catch-up provision was added.   

 By 2006, attention seemed to shift to money out of IRAs and the Qualified Charitable          

Distribution (QCD) legislation was enacted, providing for the tax-free withdrawal of IRA funds to 

qualified charities.  Although a very useful tax planning tool, it was not well utilized and very difficult 

to plan around.  The QCD rule was temporary, lapsing and being reinstated for almost ten years until 

it was finally made permanent in 2015.  In 2010, the $100,000 AGI income restriction for Traditional 

IRA conversions to Roth IRAs was removed, opening another avenue for strategic IRA withdrawals, 

although these conversions create an immediate tax liability, unlike the tax-waived QCD                

withdrawals.    

 Now, almost a decade later, one of the most significant pieces of retirement plan legislation 

was passed as part of the $1.4 trillion appropriations bill; the Setting Every Community Up for       

Retirement Enhancement Act, also known as the SECURE Act.  Many of the rule changes pertain to 

employer retirement plans.  In this article however, I specifically address some of the changes that 

are more applicable to individual investors, such as the changes to withdrawals from Inherited IRAs, 

the new start age for Required Minimum Distributions (RMDs), and others. 

 Perhaps the change with the most impact is the new regulations concerning the withdrawal 

from Inherited IRAs. The new rules come into effect for beneficiaries of IRA accounts whose owner 

passes away in 2020 and years forward.  A beneficiary of an IRA account whose owner passed away 

in 2019 will not be subject to the new rules, even if the Inherited IRA account paperwork and    

transfer will not be complete until 2020.  Other IRA account beneficiaries who will not be affected by 

the new rules are spouses, disabled beneficiaries, chronically ill beneficiaries, and beneficiaries not 

more than 10 years younger than the deceased IRA owner.  Minor children are exempted from the 

new rules until they reach the age of majority. 
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 The Inherited IRA balances must now be completely withdrawn by the end of the 10th year 

following the year of inheritance, as opposed to annual withdrawals over the lifespan of the non-

spouse beneficiary.  The 10-year withdrawal requirement completely replaces the other distribution 

requirements, meaning that there are no minimum distribution requirements, withdrawals can be 

made at any time, in any amount, provided that the account is completely liquidated within the       

10-year time requirement.   

 The new rules also apply to both Conduit and Discretionary Trusts, and could potentially be 

quite negative for beneficiaries of some conduit trusts if written to only provide distributions to the 

beneficiary when required. Now that the annual withdrawal distribution requirement is gone, the 

beneficiary might be prevented from taking any distributions until being forced to take 100% of the 

amount in the 10th year.  Your Osborne Partners Portfolio Counselor will be happy to work with you 

and your estate attorney to review trusts named as IRA account beneficiaries.  

 One positive legislation change was the delay to age 72 of the Required Minimum              

Distributions (RMDs) from IRA plans.  In a small move toward simplicity, the new age to start taking 

an RMD is 72, not 70 and one-half.  This change applies only to people who turn 70½ in 2020 or   

later, in other words, people born July 1, 1949 and later.  This delay of the withdrawal start date is an 

acknowledgment of today’s longer life expectancies, which incidentally corresponds with another 

not-yet-passed proposal that, if passed, will update the three different life expectancy tables starting 

in 2021, resulting in lower RMDs. This would be the first update of the life expectancy tables in     

almost 20 years.  

 How, you may ask, will that impact the Qualified Charitable Distribution, which allow    

using one’s RMD for tax-waived charitable donations starting at age 70½?  The surprising answer is 

not at all, and I am sure that many charitable organizations are breathing a sigh of relief.  People 

born July 1st, 1949 and later may still donate using qualified charitable distributions from their IRA 

beginning at age 70½, even though they will not have a required minimum distribution.  Also,        

important to note, QCDs are taken from pre-tax IRA contributions, unlike all other withdrawals that 

take a pro rata amount of earlier deductible and non-deductible contributions.      

 Which leads us to another change in the rules.  Until the SECURE Act was passed,                 

contributions into a Traditional IRA were prohibited at once reaching age 70½.  That limit has now 

been removed and Traditional IRA contributions are now allowed for as long as there is 

earned income to support them. This places Traditional IRA accounts on an equal footing with    

other retirement accounts, such as SEP IRAs and 401(k) plans that allow for continued contributions 

past age 70½.   
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Will the SECURE Act Affect You?   

 Beware however; if you are 70½ years old and you are using your IRA to make Qualified 

Charitable Distributions while also earning income and making contributions into your IRA, not all of 

your charitable donation will qualify as tax-waived.  Some percentage of it will end up being taxed as 

income and will need to be claimed as an itemized deduction.  But, unless you are part of the now 

only 10% of the filing population who have sufficient deductions to file a Schedule A, the charitable 

deduction will be lost for federal tax deduction purposes.  Lost that is until the 2026 tax year when 

many provisions from the 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act sunset, and we drop back to the pre-2017   

legislation, barring any extensions.       

 The new law also allows for the penalty-free, but still taxable, withdrawal of up to $5,000 

from a retirement account within the year after a child’s birth or adoption, and notably, there is a 

provision that allows for the repayment of the withdrawal.  (Treasury Regulations with exact         

repayment rules expected soon.)  

 Each tax change sets us, your Osborne Partners Portfolio Counselors, to work, sifting through 

the rules to be able to help you assess the impact on your personal situation, and to provide         

guidance on any strategies that could be beneficial towards reaching your objectives.  Please feel 

welcome to meet with your Portfolio Counselor and explore any effect the new tax law might have 

for you.  In the meantime, please look over the below list of broad recommendations to identify 

any that may be applicable for you.      

 Review IRA beneficiary designations within the context of your overall estate plan and other 

expected estate assets  

 Consider using the Qualified Charitable Distribution rules to remove money from your IRA, 

particularly if you have an after-tax balance  

 Consider making Roth conversions of your IRA assets 

 Consider spending down your IRA while growing your non-retirement accounts 

 Consider contributing to your IRA after 70½ if you have earned income and after                 

determining your charitable gifting strategy 
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New Year...New Address  

Cheers to new beginnings in 2020! 

 

We moved across the parking lot to a new and improved suite: 

525 Middlefield Road, Suite 150, Menlo Park, CA 94025 

 

And we celebrate our 36th year in the same building in San Francisco. 

Address remains 580 California Street, Suite 1900, San Francisco, CA 94104 

 

All phone numbers and email addresses remain the same. 

Special Announcement: 

Our Menlo Park Office Moved! 

Menlo– Atherton 
High School 

St. Patrick's 
Seminary & University  

SRI International 

U.S. Geological 
Survey 
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The opinions expressed herein are strictly those of Osborne Partners Capital Management, LLC as of the date of the material and is subject to 

change without notice.  None of the data presented herein constitutes a recommendation or solicitation to invest in any particular investment 

strategy and should not be relied upon in making an investment decision.  There is no guarantee that the investment strategies presented herein 

will work under all market conditions and investors should evaluate their ability to invest for the long-term. Each investor should select asset 

classes for investment based on his/her own goals, time horizon and risk tolerance. The information contained in this report is for information 

purposes only and should not be deemed investment advice.  Although information has been obtained from and is based upon sources Osborne 

Partners Capital Management, LLC believes to be reliable, we do not guarantee its accuracy and the information may be incomplete or con-

densed. Past performance is not indicative of future results. Inherent in any investment is the possibility of loss.  Osborne Partners Capital Man-

agement, LLC does not provide tax or legal advice. Please consult with your tax and legal advisors regarding your personal circumstances. Certi-

fied Financial Planner Board of Standards Inc. owns the certification marks CFP®, CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ and federally registered CFP 

(with flame design) in the U.S., which it awards to individuals who successfully complete CFP Board’s initial and ongoing certification reuuire-

ments. 
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580 California Street, Suite 1900       

San Francisco, CA 94104 

Phone: (415) 362-5637 

Fax: (415) 362-5996 

 

 

    525 Middlefield Road, Suite 150 

    Menlo Park, CA 94025 

     Phone: (650) 854-5100 

   Fax: (650) 854-5661 

 

Contact Us:  

E-mail: info@osbornepartners.com 

Phone: (800) 362-7734 

www.osbornepartners.com 

Locations: 

http://www.osbornepartners.com

